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THE VOYAGERS: RISKY BUSINESS BEYOND THE HELIOPAUSE
Bruce Waggoner* and William Frazier*
Both 43 year old Voyager spacecraft have entered interstellar space while continuing to return
exciting and unique scientific data. While it is possible that both spacecraft might operate until
2030, many components are presenting problems just as resource margins are eroding to critical
levels. The flight team is managing risks to almost every significant subsystem on the vehicles
and many of these risks are interconnected. This paper offers a summary of the major issues encounter by the flight team and how each problem is being managed.
INTRODUCTION
The two identical Voyager spacecraft were launched in 1977 and accomplished their primary
goal of exploring Jupiter and Saturn within 5 years. Voyager 2 was then directed to flyby Uranus
and Neptune. When complete, this single decade of exploration completely changed our view of
the outer solar system revealing turbulent planetary atmospheres, dynamic rings and a diversity of
geologically active moons. Following these six spectacularly successful flybys, the Voyagers
were funded to continue their exploration of the Sun’s magnetosphere, the heliosphere. For the
last 30 years as part of the NASA Heliophysics System Observatory, the Voyagers have directly
and extensively sampled several regions in the upwind interstellar flow direction and have now
entered interstellar space (Figure 1). While the spacecraft operations were designed to be simple
and minimize ground interaction, a number of interconnected risks have emerged in the last 30
years. This paper summarizes the resulting risk management effort that has provided solutions to
many of these problems.
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Figure 1. Both Voyagers have left the Heliosphere.
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CURRENT MISSION STATUS AND OBJECTIVES
Both spacecraft have completed their exploration of the outer heliopause; encountering the
termination shock, the heliosheath and finally crossing the heliopause. These regions were all
revealed to be dynamic and exhibited significant structure that differed between the two spacecraft trajectories. Now in interstellar space, the spacecraft are entering the region where a bowshock may exist. Telescopes operating at many different wavelengths have observed thousands
of astrosphere boundaries in our galaxy. The Voyager mission uniquely offers us the opportunity
to directly sample the plasma environment of one of these structures and the local interstellar medium.
The Voyagers are remarkably healthy given their age and the environments they have experienced. The active instruments are the Plasma Science experiment (PLS), which measures thermal
plasma, the Low Energy Charged Particle experiment (LECP), which detects particles in the tens
of keV to tens of MeV energy range, the Cosmic Ray Subsystem (CRS), which measures GCRs
and ACRs, the magnetometer experiment (MAG), and the Plasma Wave Subsystem (PWS),
which observes plasma and radio waves. The Voyager 1 PLS experiment failed soon after the

Saturn encounter in 1980 but the Voyager 2 PLS experiment is still returning excellent data. The
Voyager 2 PWS returns valuable data in many channels and detected emissions at the Termination Shock crossing; however, the wideband receiver failed in 2003, the 17.8 Hz channel is intermittent, and the upper eight channels (1–56 kHz) have decreased, but still useful, sensitivity due
to a failure in a multiplexor switch in the flight data subsystem. The Voyager 2 MAG experiment
has a continuing problem with noise generated by the spacecraft and by other instruments, which
makes reliable analysis difficult, but the higher magnetic field strength in the Heliosheath has
made that problem more tractable. One of the four identical CRS Low-Energy Telescopes (LETs)
on V2 is inoperable due to radiation damage to the front detector suffered during the Jupiter flyby. Otherwise, the instruments work well and all have the sensitivity to continue observations in
the Heliosheath and in the Interstellar Medium.
The Interstellar Medium science requirements are as follows:
1. Determine the characteristics of the energetic particles, solar wind plasma, and magnetic
field in the HSH and identify the underlying physical processes that produce these characteristics.
2. Determine the nature of the HP at two locations (V1 has already observed the HP at one location).
3. Determine the energy spectra, composition, anisotropy, and gradient of low energy GCRs
and energetic particles in the local interstellar medium.
4. Determine the strength, direction, and variations of the LISM magnetic field (these parameters continue to be measured by V1).
5. Determine the density, speed, temperature, and variations of the ionized component of the
LISM. (The LISM densities were determined in the four V1 plasma wave events. Determination
of other plasma parameters awaits the arrival of the V2 plasma instrument into the LISM.)
6. Observe kilohertz radio emissions in the LISM and determine their generation mechanism.
7. Determine the effects of the solar cycle progression on the HSH and on generation of transients in the LISM. (The arrival of solar maximum conditions in the outer heliosphere and LISM
coincided with a greatly increased frequency of MIRs and pressure pulses in the HSH.)
8. Provide in situ observations in support of Heliospheric System Observatory studies of global heliospheric processes and mappings of the heliospheric interaction with the LISM. (Considerable dynamic behavior has been observed in interstellar space.)

BASIC OPERATIONS & OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES
Spacecraft operations are designed to be simple and minimize interaction with the ground.
The spacecraft are always transmitting data. Therefore, the Deep Space Network tracking schedule determines data return volume. All of the routine activities are stored as sequences on board
or are controlled via three month long sequences. There are approximately ten different types of
activities that need to be executed to maintain the flight system. The most important of these are
magnetometer rolls (MAGROLs). These single revolution roll maneuvers allow the magnetometer data to be calibrated. This key data type is then used by the other instruments to provide an
integrated view of the plasma environment. Finally, the team has been and will continue to power down components as power and thermal margins drop; this will be discussed in detail later in
the paper.

The team consists of approximately twelve people, six of whom are full time. Several have
supported the mission for decades. The spacecraft were built identically, but failures and different
instrument power loads have caused them to behave differently.
The spacecraft hardware testbed failed years ago during a move to a new facility, so the team
relies solely on a software simulation to check the sequences and commands. Compounding this
issue is the loss of corporate knowledge which can make absolute certainty of flight system responses difficult. Many subsystems are also operating on the edge of their capabilities and there
is little previous flight experience that can be applied in these regimes. Finally, the ground data
system consists of fairly old technology which poses spare part and cybersecurity challenges.
Uplink and downlink challenges are increasing with range from the Earth and age of the supporting equipment. The Voyagers primarily utilize 13W transmitters for X-band downlink. To
collect the faint signal, the DSN must either use a 70M station or array three 34M stations to return 160 bps. Specific telemetry points are sampled at different rates, but some are received only
once every 48 minutes. Because of this low data rate, temporal resolution of many of the subsystems is limited.
Uplink to the Voyagers is maintained via S-band transmitters on the 70M stations. Voyager 2
faces an additional constraint as it was directed south of the ecliptic plane and the Canberra Complex is the only DSN site that can track the spacecraft. As there is only one such antenna at each
complex, Voyager 2 often has to go for extended periods without uplink. Finally, one way light
times of 16 and 20 hours mean that the ground has very limited command authority over the
spacecraft when anomalies occur. Activities must be planned carefully to compensate for this
lack of interactivity.
Fault Protection and single point failures also complicate mission operations. Since the Voyagers’ initial science targets were so distant, they were among the first spacecraft to use reprogrammable fault protection. The Voyagers have no safe mode. Once a symptom of an anomaly
is detected, fault protection flight software (FSW) attempts to fix it. If the problem persists, the
FSW gets progressively more aggressive in approach. This is great when you consider the long
light times, but it means the team has to be omniscient when writing fault code. Due to hardware
failures and changes in mission requirements, the assembly/pseudo code has been altered many
times over the last 42 years. There are three different computer types on the Voyager spacecraft
and there are two of each kind. The total number of available words among the six computers is
about 32K.
The Computer Command System (CCS), an 18-bit word, interrupt type processor with 4096
words each of plated wire, non-volatile memory, the Flight Data System (FDS), a 16-bit word
machine with modular memories and 8198 words each, and the Attitude and Articulation Control
System (AACS) - 18-bit word machines (2) with 4096 words each. About 4000 words are available for sequencing and fault protection patches.
Between the two spacecraft, there are only four single point failures. On Voyager 1, an XBand transmitter, the Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) and half of one side of the Flight Data System (FDS) have failed. On Voyager 2, an S-Band Receiver has failed. Many other partial failures and degradations have appeared, but generally these have not directly impacted operations
until the last year or two (see figure 2).
Recently a CCS processor on each spacecraft has begun to experience faults, probably due to
the more energetic plasma environment in interstellar space. As a result, the flight team must not
place critical sequences in these processors in case a future fault interrupts execution.

Figure 2. Voyager Functional Block Diagram
POWER, MANEUVERS AND THE VOYAGER 2 POWER MATRIX ANOMALY
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG) contain pellets of plutonium dioxide, primarily Pu-238, which has a half-life of 88 years. The heat produced by natural nuclear decay has decreased significantly since 1977. As a result, the Voyagers are losing power generation capability
at a rate of 4 Watts/year. Ideally, the flight team maintains a 2 Watt margin above zero. Nonessential subsystems have been powered down gradually for many years, but two years ago the
difficult sacrifices began when there was insufficient power margin to run the gyros and the remaining science instruments simultaneously.
As stated earlier, MAGROLs are critical to understanding the instrument data and the plasma
environment. To perform MAGROLs, the spacecraft must temporarily sacrifice celestial reference and rely on gyros for control during a single roll rotation, which lasts a little over an hour.
The gyros are also needed for fault protection responses involving the attitude control system.
The long term plan was to discontinue use of the gyros in 2016 and 2017 and sacrifice maneuvers
and AACS fault responses.
Instead, the flight team redefined the gyro fault protection patch to turn off the Bay 1 heater
during maneuvers and divert that power to run the gyros. The patch is also used to command
gyro and heater activity associated with MAGROLs. This solution preserved both fault protection and MAGROL capability, while still keeping all of the remaining instruments powered on.
The only negative impact was that the temperatures near Bay 1 drop slightly when the gyros are
on since the power is directed to the other side of the bus. In this simple risk trade, the team gave

up transient thermal margin to preserve science and fault protection capability. This trade also
highlights the two mission optimizers that the team must attempt to enable:
1) Preserve the greatest number of operating instruments for as long as possible.
2) Preserve maneuver capability for as long as possible.
Table 1 contains the remaining power down schedule. Risking an instrument by operating it
without its associated heater before powering it off completely and powering off different instruments between the two spacecraft are additional examples of simple risk trades associated with
power.

Table 1. Voyager Power Reduction Schedules
Voyager 1 H/W

Year Off

Voyager 2 H/W

Year Off

Gyros

2017

Gyros

2016

LECP Main
Heater

2021

CRS Heater

2021 (*)

LECP Supplemental Heaters

2022

LECP Heaters

2023

CRS Heater

2023

PLS Heater

2025

LECP

2025

CRS

2026

CRS

2026

LECP

2028

PWS WFR

2028

PWS

2029

PWS

2029

PLS

2029

TBD Heaters
Option

2029

TBD Heaters Option

2029

MAG/PWS Swap

2029

MAG/PWS Swap

2031

End of Mission

2030

End of Mission

2032

*early due to thermal issues
Complicating power management on Voyager 2, is a long-term issue with its power matrix:
when a power command is issued, it may cause extraneous power commands to be generated
simultaneously. Additionally, these commands do not show up in telemetry, leaving the flight
team to infer what happened only through thermal and power changes. The actual command issued is indeterminate and probability of occurrence is around 3% per unused power command use
instance. Therefore, each of these power down steps, and any other power commanding, must be
traded against the power matrix risk and mitigating commands developed as needed on Voyager
2. Recently the team has assessed this concern for Voyager 1 because it’s occurrence on this
spacecraft cannot be ruled out and the consequences are severe given the low power margins.

ATTITUDE CONTROL THRUSTERS
Both Voyagers have experienced degradation of their attitude control thrusters. Both spacecraft were on secondary branches for the last decade, but in 2017, it became apparent that pitch
thrusters on the secondary branches were also failing, detectable as an increase in pulse counts.
As an example, the plot below shows Voyager 2 attitude control pitch thruster degradation
through 2018 (Figure 3). The failure mechanism is suspected to be caused by Silicon derived
from the fuel tank bladder which is then deposition in the thruster inlet. The smaller inlet reduces
fuel flow through the thruster and also increases the chance that particulate contamination may
result in a sudden thruster failure. Since there is no corrective action for a thruster degrading in
this way; Voyager 1 would have been lost sometime in 2019 and Voyager 2 shortly after that.
The team was left with only one option; use the Trajectory Correction Maneuver (TCM)
thrusters to control pitch and yaw. These thrusters had not been used in 37 years. It was unclear
if they would even function after such a long period of disuse or that the attitude untested control
logic would work. The team also faced risks associated with the estimated timing of failure, if
the mechanism was correct and the spacecraft response in the event of an open or closed thruster
failure.

Figure 3. Voyager 2 Pitch Thruster Weekly Pulses

Despite a clear and necessary mitigation, this was a complex trade because of the mitigation
risks and a potential 6 Watt power penalty associated with using the TCM thrusters. Therefore,
the mitigation could shorten the mission by 18 months and advance the instrument power down
schedule accordingly. Additionally if the thrusters were swapped via ground command and they
didn’t work, we would potentially lose the spacecraft and unnecessarily sacrifice one and a half
years of priceless science. Alternatively the team could choose to stay with the failing thrusters

and allow FP to perform the thruster swap. In this case, evaluating these risks involved comparing risks in competing mission timelines. What were the steps needed to do this analysis?
The first step was to determine and quantify the risks associated with the thruster swap and no
swap options. The potential risks ranged from uncertainty in the failure mechanism or timing of
the failure to what could happen if the thrusters or attitude control FSW failed to function correctly. The team worked down the risk ratings of each item by developing mitigations and contingencies.
Next the timing of the risks had to be evaluated against mission duration and the power down
schedule (Figure 4). The different strategies effected the duration of the mission as well as the
timing of risks within the timeline.

Figure 4. Thruster Swap Risk Management Timelines for Voyager 1

Once the timelines were established, their relative merits could be summarized and evaluated
by both science and engineering. The team decided to swap to the TCM thrusters after working
the risks down to an acceptable level and becoming confident that fault protection would function
correctly. This allowed them to accept a managed short term risk in order to maximize mission
life. The swap to the new thrusters on Voyager 1 was completely successful and there is no sign
of degradation after their 37 year hiatus.
In 2018, the team faced the identical scenario on Voyager 2. Much of the risk associated with
a swap had been resolved in the Voyager 1 work. However, science data indicated that the Heliopause crossing would occur within a year, so the team elected to stay on the failing branch until
the sole operating PLS instrument entered interstellar space and could return a definite measurement of plasma density. The Voyager 2 TCM thrusters were activated in July and worked perfectly after 30 years of inactivity. At this point, both spacecraft are using the TCM thrusters to
control attitude in pitch and yaw. The roll thrusters appear healthy and there are backups with at
least several years of life remaining if any of the thruster sets were to fail. Because of this work,
the flight team has mitigated the short term risk posed by failing thrusters.

One other oddity that emerged from the thruster swaps was that the expected power penalty
did not appear in telemetry. The current theory is that several capacitors associated with the discharge controller are screening visibility of the heater operation that was expected to cause the
drop in power. This is an example of how the spacecraft are behaving unexpectedly because
they are being operated in novel ways with minimal margins that the flight team has never experienced before.

VOYAGER 1 CELESTIAL REFERENCE
The Voyagers maintain celestial reference using a Sun Sensor (SS) for the pitch and yaw axes
and a Canopus Star Tracker (CST) for the roll axis. These components are serially linked to the
HYBIC (Hybrid Buffer Interface Card) along with eight other AACS components. They are not
independently redundant (cross-strapped) and all of the components on a side must be swapped as
a set. A HYBIC swap also incurs a power cycle on the attitude control computer.
Once locked on their intended reference targets, the SS and CST can hold reference for both
spacecraft through to the end of the mission. However, celestial reacquisition is required after
every MAGROL or in the event of an AACS failure.
The spacecraft are now so distant from the Sun, that solar illumination is roughly equivalent to
the light levels provided by a full moon on Earth. As a result, the Sun Sensors on Voyager 1 and
2 would be unable to re-acquire attitude reference in 2021 and 2027, respectively. The backup
Sun Sensor on Voyager 1 would face the same difficulty in 2024.
The Voyager 1 CST is operating just one percent above the predicted re-acquisition failure
level and was experiencing a long-term degradation. While the Voyager 1 backup SS and CST
would provide better performance, but backup HYBIC is potentially vulnerable to an electrical
short, due to A/D converter radiation damage incurred at Jupiter in 1979; however, there is reason
to believe that the components in question may have annealed over the years reducing this vulnerability.
Project management again had choices to consider: Should they give up maneuvers or should
they switch components? If they decided to switch, should it be left to fault protection or be
commanded from the ground? Any side switch would result in powering up eleven, 42 year old
components and the health of the backups is uncertain. Additionally, there are large uncertainties
associated with the failure dates.
Again, the team started by identifying and working down the risk ratings. These risks were
unusual in that they tended to trigger each other in cascades. This is an example of a set of reticulate or networked risks. The team evaluated two aggregate risks by analyzing a commanded
swap path versus a fault protection swap path through the risk network as shown (figure 6).

Figure 5. Aggregating Risk along Two Paths of the HYBIC Swap Risk Network (V1 and V2)

The flight team then analyzed the aggregate risks on a multi-year timeline, just as they did for
the thruster failure and performed a risk benefit analysis. Ultimately the team’s decision was to
stay with the current HYBICs on both spacecraft and continue to perform maneuvers while monitoring the health of each component. In other words, the scientific value of MAGROLs was
deemed worth the loss of a spacecraft given the rating of that risk over the next few years.
Further diligence on the part of the team and a little good luck have changed this situation
drastically in 2019. The CST degradation appears to have stabilized and there are no indications
that reacquisition behavior is problematic at the current level. If it holds its current sensitivity, it
should allow reacquisition through the end of the mission. The team also discovered that a perceived hardware limitation in the SS reacquisition circuit likely did not exist (potentially a documentation error). Finally, when reviewing data from a 40 year old change in the flight configuration, the team recognized that they could increase the sensitivity of the SS by lowering its temperature. This change also provided a few watts of extra power. At this time, the prime AACS
components should function properly through the end of the mission and functional backups are
available if needed. As a result, maneuvers will not need to be restricted.

VOYAGER 2 PROPELLANT TEMPERATURES
The Voyager 2 bus is colder than Voyager 1 since there is an additional outboard instrument
and heater (PLS) operating on Voyager 2. As previously discussed, the RTGs are sending less
and less power to the shunt regulator for dissipation; as a result, the spacecraft buses have been
slowly cooling. The 4 Watt per year drop off in power margin translates to a ~0.7 Celsius (C) per
year temperature reduction along the + roll propellant line. The + roll line was at 3.25 C in 2019
which is just below our allowable flight temperature (AFT). The Voyager hydrazine is expected
to freeze at around 1.6 C.

Uncertainties dominate any discussion of the thermal state of the spacecraft. All of the propellant line temperatures are derived values using bay temperature averages and calculated offsets
determined from pre-launch data. The offsets are likely conservative values, but we lack detailed
information on how the constants were determined. Hydrazine may freeze a half a degree warmer or colder than 1.8 C depending on water content, which is not understood. Temperature resolution in telemetry is limited to 0.7 C, so there is significant inaccuracy in flight temperatures.
Additionally, our thermal model is not designed to deal with transient situations or fractional
temperature changes (plus or minus 2C uncertainty). Therefore, we have limited thermal visibility and uncertain predictive capability. Finally, it is unclear how freezing hydrazine would behave in our prop lines or how our thrusters catalyze ‘slushy’ hydrazine. The spacecraft could
suffer a small, transient thrust degradation or it could rupture a propellant line. All of this taken
together means the flight team harbored a wide range of opinions about the consequences and
likelihoods of risks associated with freezing a prop line. How do we manage the risk if we can’t
even agree on the rating?
As previously discussed, in 2017 the team kept the gyros available by taking a thermal risk involving the Bay 1 heater. As temperatures continue to drop, this trade enhanced the risk of freezing a roll propellant line; once again maneuvers and fault protection had become problematic. As
the team was working on options to resolve the temporary thermal issue, even the baseline thermal state presented risk when the team was confronted with a planned 10 month outage of the
only antenna capable of high power uplink to Voyager 2 in 2020. To survive this command moratorium, the flight team would need to implement a more aggressive power and thermal strategy
since thermal concerns now appear to supersede power concerns on Voyager 2. The project evaluated many strategic options to redistribute heat. Due to the power matrix problem, commanding
any components that might help in this regard had the potential to also turn off the receiver,
which is a Voyager 2 single point failure. Only a single option remained: Project management
had to choose between powering off an instrument heater early or give up maneuvers.
Ultimately, it was decided that the CRS instrument heater would be turned off. The heater
was turned off in the summer of 2019 and the CRS temperature immediately fell to -57C, but it
continued to produce data. The additional power directed to the shunt regulator produced a favorable thermal change and Voyager 2 is now ready for her 10 month uplink outage in 2020.
CONCLUSION: RISKY BUSINESS
For the next decade, the flight team must attempt to enable two optimizing capabilities:
1) keep the payload components powered on for as long as possible and 2) enable maneuvering,
for as long as possible, all while managing a large family of risks. If a risk appears that we cannot mitigate successfully, we will lose a spacecraft. To successfully manage realized risks, the
team can mitigate them or compromise either of the optimizers to avoid them, but the later path
impacts safety and science return. Mitigations typically introduce new risks that must also be
carefully considered.
The set of risks to both Voyager spacecraft is long and challenging. The situation is made
worse because the risks are often reticulate and there are large performance uncertainties. The
team must manage these risks for a planned interval that is longer than a typical new deep space
mission. Managing this risk network across the coming decade is the primary flight activity on
the Voyager Project.
While many different subsystems could fail and cause spacecraft loss, several are more likely
at this stage in the mission. Thruster failures have already been mentioned as a possible threat to
a spacecraft. Multiple failures of AACS components could also cause an early loss of a space-

craft, but these are far less likely after the mitigations put in place in 2019. Finally, a significant
command file error could also result in the loss of a spacecraft. Voyager 1 also has a non-zero
chance of depleting her remaining hydrazine prior to reaching zero power margin.
The thermal issues discussed earlier in this document are a higher likelihood path to an early
end of mission, but again, the team can manage this issue until the last few months of the mission.
At that time, when one or two instruments remain powered on, there will be no remaining options
to increase the temperature of the fuel lines. The roll lines will be the coldest and will likely
freeze. Once this happens the spacecraft will drift in roll and communications would be unpredictable and sporadic.
The best result for the spacecraft would be to fail due to lack of power. If this occurs, it means
that we have maximized the mission duration. In this scenario, a one or two instruments remain
powered, probably MAG and/or PWS since their electronics are contained in the bus. The power
levels will continue to drop until the discharge controller hardware is enabled. This could provide an additional 3 to 7 watts of power, but there is considerable uncertainty in this number.
Are there any negatives here? Power levels will eventually drop to the point where a computer
fails to function properly and this will end the grandest tour.
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